Baiku
The wheels on my bike

Go round and round, round and round All
throughout the day
Wheels spin round the ground Bipedal locomotion cant go where im
bound!
breathe in and breathe out move muscles to meditate pedal reveries
I have no windshield so, get pelted by winged things gnats, crows, and
airplanes
Whipping, dipping, and Slipping while red rocks flying Beneath spinning
wheels
The recollection Of those wheels on the roadway Ripples in a pond
Leaning over bars Front tire disconnects with ease But grease smudge
lingers
Choose your path wisely. On road, off road, either way: GOATHEADS
EVERYWHERE!
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Take a deep breath in. Biking as meditation - at one with the wind.

Lisa Miles

Elegant Machine Near perfect efficiency frame, wheels, chain, rider

Dylan Rose-Coss

A perfect dirt path Winding ever towards home Dusk begins to creep

Aurelia Valente

Crank pedal bracket Hydraulic handlebar lube Bike shop gibberish

Eric Brayden

My feet push, pedal I switch gears as the trees pass The wheels keep
spinning

Erika Easterbrooks

I fly past the time A glint of light on earth’s crust The rhythm is smooth

Sofia Kunz

I rode my pink bike Out to dinner with my dad The food was so good

Elliora Salazar

Exercise and fun Learning about riding bikes Outside in the sun

Jesse Salazar

Riding my bike so Fast and clear the wind and sun so clean and so fresh

Samantha Fate Sandoval

I don't really bike Because it is too windy In summer I do

Joziah Anaya

I don't get to bike because I have chores to do and my tire is flat

Daymian Griego

Riding my pink bike With no handlebars eyes closed Flying down the road

Jeri Lyn Mourning
Manzanares

I get my thumb stuck in my bike because I was messing around OUCH

Julian Kilkenny Jr.

One nice evening I ride through the field with pride Here I ride my bike

Gilbert Rael III

I love My big bike The sun was shining on Me It was the best time

Enso GioVanni Alas
Deras

On my bike I'm cool as I bike in the fall wind biking is the best

Katia A. Mendoza-Reza

The wind in my hair. The speed increasing uphill. Me helping the air.

Cataleya Mendoza

As the bike glides through, Joy stretches out to my heart Riding through
the wind

Kyle

I like riding bikes riding bikes are very fun My bike is the best

Izaiah Medina

My heart is pounding As I pedal the steep hill And descend with glee!

Jeri Lyn Mourning
Manzanares

I fly past the hours A glint of light on earth’s crust The rhythm is even.

Sofia Kunz

pedal,pedal,crank this is how i hate to land with marks on my hand

Alexa Carmona

riding up a sweat in New Mexicos weather makes me feel bitter

Alexa Carmona

Shifting gears I sail Down single-track while singing Through golden
aspens
Whipping, dipping, and Slipping while red rocks flying Beneath spinning
wheels

Regan Tuttle
Jaxson Nuzzo

I fill when I ride I can carry the weight The world On my shoulders

isabel gonzales

On a narrow road Shifting gears as I fly by Biking through the trees

Roman Amador

passing by with my bike seeing the butterfly's passing by sunrise

Vanesa Rodriguez

New Mexicos Land The place to peacefully bike Up a mountain side

Alexa Carmona

on the sunny day flowers booming passing by with my bicycle

Vanesa Rodriguez

I bike to my house the trike is at the circus I like the circus

Andres Rodriguez

In out in my bike Going to ride around town All the way around

Arael Saenz

New Mexico's red and green Chile print is on my bicycle wheel.

Vanesa Rodriguez

A door on the floor A bike ran floor door over I eat tostadas

Andres Rodriguez

i ride a bike home i ride the bike to the school i eat beans at lunch

Jacob Jaime

on my bycycle i watch the land move with me to make me feel free

Alexa Carmona

with Elmo fell down to his friend to go biking then died the next day

Rebeca EScamilla

one day at a time i feel like riding my bike or go on a hike

Alexa Carmona

through the cloudy day in the windy desert time on my sparkle bike

Vanesa Rodriguez

Me myself and I Solo while riding my bike 'Cause I'm loving life

Maiya Brock

I went to my bike A spider sat on the seat It said "not today"

Maiya Brock

Santa Fe treats me With respect and I hold my Head up high and bike

Maiya Brock

I don't know 'bout you But I love writing Baikus I love biking too

Maiya Brock

Do that ramp they said Do that jump they said, and now My knee is
bleeding

Maiya Brock

Used to be a kid Used to have training wheels on Now I am a pro

Maiya Brock

I ride my bike through Sand, dirt, clay, arroyo and nature is pretty

Maiya Brock

I wanna ride my Bike! I wanna ride and feel Free! I love my bike

Maiya Brock

The sunlight blinds me The cool fresh air revives me The path behind me

Maiya Brock

Mum just went cycling Mum didn't wear a helmet Mum don't bike no
more

Maiya Brock

Thinking about life I ride my bike in sand and Wheels spin out; I laugh

Maiya Brock

Through the dry desert I ride my bike swerving rocks left to right I go

Brianna Cardenas

The sweet sunlight calls Me into its gentle arms I ride in the sun

Maiya Brock

Dodging the bullets My bike and I together Us against the world

Maiya Brock

Santa Fe loves me And my bike because I can Breathe in the fresh air

Maiya Brock

I cycle and eat Sour cream and onion chips At the same time! Yikes!

Maiya Brock

With wind in my hair In the beautiful nature I love the fresh air

Maiya Brock

I cycled down hill I didn't wear a helmet I don't bike no more

Maiya Brock

The pedals of the Bike can go thru the sands of Deserts of cactus

Francheska Gomez

From horses to bikes From dusty dirt trials to Road The world has evolved

Diego Ocon

My bed is the grass Biking is my distraction My true-self i have

Maximiliano Gandarilla
Quian

The red bike shines bright Red roses dancing slowly Wind blows very soft

Diego Ocon

The woods are trusty me being fast on the woods My fun is cycling

Maximiliano Gandarilla
Quian

Bike riding is nice Bike riding makes me feel joy Riding is like life

Christian Cruz

I ride my bike as Fast as a roadrunner in The deserts of home

Francheska Gomez

I love my biking Riding makes me feel freedom Green makes it better

Maximiliano Gandarilla
Quian

The bike is sitting The cool fresh air blows softly The flowers waving

Diego Ocon

Dirtbike and a bike are completely different type of purposes

Irving Ponce

sunny or rainy, through New Mexico I ride up rocky mountains

Rehanna Cardenas

The speed of the wheels The outside giving the view Best experience

Maximiliano Gandarilla
Quian

The day was Sunny A great day to go biking Looking for flowers

Diego Ocon

Under the bright sky Where the breeze feels right and cool A bike ride
feels right

Aj Martinez

Riding in the town My bike touring the plaza Past the tourist shops

Sonia Thorp

Smelling the fresh air

riding my bike in the sun My day; going great

Trees, hills, all the thrills Bikes on trails, starts to hail hard Once done,
back to yard
I have only biked Through the mountains and rivers Only friends with
birds

Eden Rodriguez
Tomas Griego
Brenna Weaver

Riding to fast stop Sweat on my athletic face Racing on my bike

Sonia Thorp

My mind runs freely Almost as fast as my bike Through the 505

Morgan Gutierrez

Outside i bike down Down the stream with the wind chill breezy out wind
chills

Marisol Prada

green chile on a sunny day with my red bike teaching me the way

Kemper White

Bird was outside to fly I was outside to bike and see the night sky

Erick Aldana

The wind blows quickly My clothing blows in the air I now feel at peace

The Wind Blows

The mountains are wet

The desert is so alive Where i ride my bike

quinn tischler

The ride brings a thrill The cold air is quite the chill Chain cranks up the
hill

Tomas Griego

Biking through the trees, Aspens and all in between Peace is in the air

Morgan Gutierrez

riding in the wind
faster and faster, oh my
skidding around rocks
Through the the trees i ride Along the trail i journey
the world comes
alive

Oliver Martin
quinn tischler

U smell the chili Riding up or down the hill All the kids laughing

Izzy Gonzales

Rolling along fast faster than the wind I hear Over deserts too

Bria Taylor

I am going gone Up up the hill oh what fun I can feel a chill

Izzy Gonzales

When riding by bike I feel free and inspired As nature calms me

Gabriel Barker

Desert sun blazes I can smell the red chile, Biking makes me free

Joseph Trujillo III

I take my green bike through the desert and the sand handle in my hand

Kemper White

I observe nature All from the seat of my bike Trees, bees, and between

Morgan Gutierrez

I hop on a ride As The wind runs through my hair
thrill

Time flies by what

Izzy Gonzales

I trike on my bike And I hike with my friend Mike Eat beans on the side

Andres Rodriguez

through the sunny day you can find me on my bike through the desert
day.

Vanesa Rodriguez

I cruise on my bike After eating green chile I have energy

Gabriel Barker

ride a bike outside i took a turn on the floor where the sun is bright

Erick Aldana

Biking is quite fun Throughout leaves and pounds of dirt Cactuses and all

Henry Van Bibber

I'm fond of biking Through the desert and forest My mind is at peace

Morgan Gutierrez

A bike ride is fun I took a turn to the right

Where the sun grew bright

Aj Martinez

through the mountain trail you can find me riding my purple bicycle

Kemper White

The bike rides through night against forces of nature the rider strongwilled

Gabriel Barker

I bike to the store For green and red Chile or For my burrito

Adam Kovac

I bike and I hike I see a bird,bird see me I ride bird follow

Ace Bachicha

Riding through the street Hearing all the sounds of life Gives an
unmatched feel

Joseph Trujillo III

I bike in the sun gets too hot and I go swim I bike to my house

Andres Rpdriguez

A bike riding home with me on the seat on top Take me away now

Bria Taylor

I enjoy biking Throughout forest and deserts Make sure you don't fall

Henry Van Bibber

I went out to bike Made sure to oil my wheels To the trail I go

Henry Van Bibber

I bike to the store find a door at the store floor bike on the floor door

Erick Aldana

Riding my bike is, Always a thrilling time with, My friends and puppy

Joseph Trujillo III

Bike that flies like wind as I ride through the mountains bike that takes
me home

Bria Taylor

Mentally tranquil While riding my bicycle Through the hot desert

Morgan Gutierrez

I cherish the wind That blows uncontrollably As I ride the bike

Celia clay

Land of enchantment, Full of rain, snow, sand and joy Makes bikes fart
and spin

Osmar Torres

Biking in the wind Full of endless adventure Lots of endless fun

Stacie Vigil

My bike is greenish Like the chile that I smell Now I blow my nose

Eleni Turner

Seeing the sunrise Calls me to get my bike and ride around the world

Osmar Torres

We eat tamales Cycling into the sunset trees whistle in wind

Jayden Saiz

The earth calls to me As I ride upon the right Loving all of life

Aden Wilson

Ride my bike daily Feeling the wind whistle and seeing the sunrise

Osmar Torres

My wet dog chases Her bath was not worth awhile My bike comes to halt

Eleni Turner

While biking i see My friends all ride along the Bosque floor and smile

Sebastian Garica

The day is windy The sand blows across N.M Our love for home grows

TC Gyalkhar

Summer days riding Sorrows of the day all gone, I bike all day long.

Sebastian Garica

The wind in my hair Biking in the lovely breeze Cant help but be free

Stacie Vigil

The sounds echo through The ground as the cycles run On the rocky trail

Celia clay

The Juniper smell Hits my nose with wiffs of woffs And sneeze on a bike

Eleni Turner

I ride my green bike, in the day and in the night, in new mexico

GG Ozan Loudet

As I am biking In the New Mexico breeze Everything feels free

Stacie Vigil

I like eating cheese On top of my hot-rod ride While yelling at friends

Eleni Turner

The wind in my hair The deathly smoke in the sky This makes me free to
be me

Asher Ullom

A wonderful day Biking, to a waterfall With the flawless trees

Stacie Vigil

senses - awaken! blossoms rain, sun holds my back a tail wind perhaps

Dani Valicenti

It's instrumental my mechanic/flesh body moving in tandem

Dani Valicenti

Deep breaths, fast, fast, up hello lil' model train town yes. i am alive

Dani Valicenti

Honk, honk, beep, beep, honk Passing on the right with care Enjoying the
view

Julia Morey-Di Ruggiero

Summer sunshine fun Begins with a cycling trail Ends with school supplies

Julia Morey-Di Ruggiero

I ride my Kona All the way to Pojoaque But not when smoky

Steven Levesque

It’s a flying bike Go to the moon, go to space Go home, parachute!

Dylan Ortiz Pacheco

Biking is not fun. It makes me want to fall off. The road has concrete.

Dylan Ortiz Pacheco

Biking Santa Fe Always sunny, cool, green, fun Embrace the tailwind

Kai Filion

Mi bicileta Me lleva a donde voy ¿Qué más necesi ?

Gary Bass

When I’m on my bike I’m so free for the moment Almost like flying

Cecilia

ride a bike to work while breathing burnt mountaintops you'll live, I
promise

Phil Lucero

Wheels rolling faster No more climate disaster I’m my own master

Elena Kayak

Bike wheels spin real fast/ No one can catch me I'm fast/ All the fun will
last!

Troy Lovata

La Bicicleta Buena para la salud Ejercicio

Renee Villarreal

Wind at your back, makes You ride fast, wind in your face, Makes you
curse out loud!

Gabriel Gaarden

I ride through freely Wind in my hair, sand in eyes Sun and smoke in sky

Andrea

My shadow rides near Distant dogs bark through crisp air Most sleep, I'm
awake

Ben Pingilley

